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Greetings  for 2006 to all of the readers of COSEELIS Newsletter after a long gap.   Ron 
Hogg, the former Editor has moved to Leeds Metropolitan University and is now working in IT. 
Our thanks and best wishes go to Ron for his excellent work. 
 
I am pleased to offer my services as the new editor from 2006 and would ask everyone to 
send articles and any short pieces of news about developments in their library to me at 
Z.Frenkiel@nhm.ac.uk   So much is happening in our libraries that a couple of lines from you 
will be of much interest. 
 
We should also welcome news from members who do not usually attend the AGM: you’re out 
there, but how are your libraries? What is happening? What problems and successes can you 
tell us about? Send in your one- or two-liners to   Z.Frenkiel@nhm.ac.uk  
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Lastly, this Newsletter is long at 15 pages, but  we are aiming to bring the Newsletter out 
twice a year, so we are hoping to make each Newsletter shorter. Your next chance to send in 
copy will be by 31st October 2006.  
 
 
Zara Frenkiel, Editor 
 
 
 

COSEELIS AGM 2006, Henley-on-Thames.   
Report on the Slavonic Librarians’ Group’s April 2006 

conference 
Maureen Pinder, Leeds University Library 

 
 

Background 
COSEELIS, the Council for Slavonic and East European Library and Information Services, 
hold an annual conference in March or April every year.  This year we met at a beautiful 
Christopher Wren mansion in Henley-on-Thames called Fawley Court (see 
http://www.marians-uk.org/fawleycourt.html for details and a picture).  Fawley Court is run as 
a retreat and conference centre by an order of Polish monks called the Marian Fathers, and 
this led to our conference having a particularly Polish flavour this year.  All of our members 
who could claim any sort of Polish link turned out in force, along with a trio of Polish vendors, 
leading to the slightly odd situation of me sharing a taxi from Henley railway station with a 
group of people who didn’t speak a word of English! 
As COSEELIS Treasurer, I’ve been attending these conferences for years, and this was 
certainly an interesting and well attended one. 
 
The programme 
The conference ran from the morning of Wednesday April 5th to lunchtime on April 6th.  As 
Treasurer I presented a statement of accounts and give an update on membership.  For your 
information, COSEELIS currently has 26 subscribing institutions and 8 interested personal 
members.  Institutions can list any number of interested employees on their membership 
forms, so in actual fact we’ve got approx. 70 individuals on our books.  We’re about to launch 
an appeal for new members, because we suspect there may be other Slavonic collections 
around the country that maybe don’t even know we exist and could benefit from membership. 
 
The first formal panel was on digitisation projects in Russian and East European Studies.  
Katya Rogatchevskaia, the British Library’s Russian Curator, described her work on the 
joint project between the British Library and the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences to digitise 
illuminated Slavonic manuscripts.  And then Andy Spencer, bibliographer at the University 
of Wisconsin, Madison and Chair of the Digital Projects Subcommittee of the B&D 
Committee of AAASS (American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies) gave a 
run through the history of digitisation projects in the US.  This was very interesting – he noted 
that the first wave of digitisation took the form of huge, very big budget projects such as the 
Library of Congress’s Meeting of Frontiers project.  Then a second wave consisted of 
universities learning how to do smaller digitisation projects in house, using Education 
Department funding.  And now we’re into a third wave, where universities are collaborating 
with commercial vendors to get the work done. Andy also talked about the current huge 
Google digitisation project, and no one has any idea what impact this will have for Slavonic 
materials yet.  So far, it seems they have only digitised English language materials and 
Google will not discuss its plans with anyone. 
 
***Some relevant internet resources*** 
-Russia beyond Russia (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
http://online.eastview.com/projects/savine/index.html
-Stalinka : digital Library of Staliniana (Pitt) 
http://images.library.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/i/image/image-idx?c=stalinka
-The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia: August 1968 (Michigan) 
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http://www.lib.umich.edu/spec-coll/czech
-Early 19th Century Russian Readership & Culture : a hypertext archive/ (Illinois-UC) 
http://www/library.uiuc.edu/spx/rusread/
-Coins and medals of Imperial Russia (Yale) 
http://www.library.yale.edu/slavic/coins
-The Empire That Was [Prokudin-Gorskii] (LC) 
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/empire/
-Meeting of Frontiers (LC) 
http://international.loc.gov/intldl/mtfhtml/mfhome.html
-Letopis’ zhurnal’nykh statei project (Indiana) 
http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/letopis/index.jsp
-Early 20th Century Russian Satirical Journals (proposed project – UW-Madison) 
 
 
The second panel was Jűrgen Warmbrunn of the Herder-Institut in Marburg talking about 
present day challenges for German Slavonic libraries.  This was very interesting, and 
many similarities with the UK scene could be seen.  Since 1989 interest in East and Central 
Europe has not risen as was expected, so both funding and student numbers have 
decreased.  The number of professorships in the field has reduced from 35 to 25 over the last 
decade.  So restructuring of teaching and research on the former Soviet bloc is happening, 
and two new centres have been established.  Jűrgen mentioned the effect the Bologna 
Process is having on German universities: university education will move to be a 3 tier rather 
than a 2 tier process, with a  2-year BA, then a masters, then a PhD, to fit in with the rest of 
Europe.  One outcome may be that librarians take on a greater role in IL teaching, so that 
academics are freed up to cover the core topic in less time.  Jűrgen also made a remark that 
has resonance here: it is now harder to find staff qualified in Slavonic languages: you can get 
qualified librarians without language skills, or linguists without library skills who have to be 
trained on the job.  The Herder Institite has been involved in the creation of 2 virtual libraries, 
one covering Eastern Europe and one covering Northern Europe, to address changes in the 
type of students and research. 
 
***Some relevant internet resources*** 
www.herder-institut.de
Information about the Herder Institut, Marburg (some in English, Russian and East Central 
European languages.) 
www.vifaost.de
The virtual subject library for Eastern Europe (partly in English and Russian) 
www.baltica-net.de
The virtual subject library for Baltic studies (partly in English) 
www.slavistik-portal.de
Preliminary information about the virtual subject library for Slavonic philology 
www.vascoda.de
Central gateway to the German virtual subject libraries (partly in English) 
 
Finally for Wednesday, Gerald Watkins from the University of Birmingham talked about 
‘How to be a Slavonic specialist without knowing any Russian’.  Gerald, whose job has 
been reorganised many times, is the Social Sciences Librarian, and as such is responsible for 
the Slavonic collection on Social Science subjects, but not on Humanities.  The situation he 
described is familiar from university libraries all over the country – having responsibility for a 
large number of subjects, without necessarily knowing much about any of them.  He 
entertained us with funny stories of teaching database searching in Cyrillic by cleverly 
planning every step in the search in advance, despite not being able to understand the words 
himself.  This rang true to me, but interestingly it shocked and appalled the real specialists in 
the audience – the British Library curators and the specialists at Oxford and Cambridge, and 
the staff of small, dedicated institutions.  They obviously hadn’t realised the circumstances 
many of us have to function within. 
 
The first panel on Thursday was Peter Hellyer from the British Library describing the BL’s 
work on introducing Cyrillic records and searching in Cyrillic into their new Aleph library 
management system.  This was very dense and technical, with lots of detail about MARC 
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fields. [See Peter’s handout notes below. – Ed.]  It seems the BL is leading the UK pack in 
this, but others such as SSEES and Oxford are poised to follow.  SSEES also have Aleph, 
and Oxford are acquiring a new management system, VTLS from Virginia, this summer, 
which purports to be able to support Cyrillic and oriental languages. 
 
The final session was an update from Gregory Walker, the CURL-CoFoR Agreement  
Administrator, and ex of the Bodleian Library, on the state of play with CoFoR at he 
moment.  As you might know, Leeds is a signatory of the Agreement, so this is vital for us.  
The initial CoFoR project was funded by CURL, but that funding has now run out, and they 
failed to provide any interim funding to help us continue the work of CoFoR.  Hopefully the 
RIN will provide funding for the future administration of the Agreement, but we do not know 
when they will make that decision.  So the British Library, SSEES and COSEELIS have all 
stumped up £500 to cover Gregory’s expenses and keep the Agreement ticking over until 
proper successor funding is found.  As for my involvement at Leeds, I have continued to fulfil 
our initial commitments, and sent our Slovak to Bristol and our Serbo-Croat to Nottingham.  
Soon I will be approaching Oxford and SSEES about the collections we are due to transfer to 
them. 
 
The conference finished with a visit to the museum at Fawley Court, which contained an 
eclectic mix of Polish artefacts, and a tour of the fantastic building – Grinling Gibbons ceiling 
and all. 
Maureen Pinder, Leeds University Library. 

 
 
 

Treasurer’s comments for the COSEELIS Committee Meeting 
of 05.04.06 and AGM of 06.04.06 

Maureen Pinder, Leeds University Library 
 
 

1.  Finance 
• Financial health.  Our financial health is good, with roughly £3,800 in the account 

throughout 2005.  2005 was a relatively quiet year, as we did not hold a conference – 
see the annual statement of accounts for details.  As of 31.03.06 we have £6,461.86 
in the account, but this is artificially inflated because most of the conference fees 
have been received but the conference has not been paid for yet. 

 
• Auditing our statements.  It was decided at the Committee Meeting of 17.10.05 that 

our statements of accounts should be audited, to fall in line with the practices of other 
similar groups. 

• Special funds.   
o Hospitality Fund: there were no calls on the Hospitality Fund during 2005 or 

2006 so far, so we would like to invite bids from members to support any 
relevant activities.   

o EBSEES Fund: there was only one claim on this fund in 2005 and one in 
2006 so far, so there is no need to replenish the fund at the moment. 

o CoFoR Fund: this is new special fund, set up in February to keep the CoFoR 
Partnership going in the short term until CURL and the RIN find a long term 
solution.  The British Library has committed £500, SSEES is in the process of 
committing £500, and Lesley Pitman asked the COSEELIS Committee if 
COSEELIS was also willing to commit £500 to supporting the partnership.  
The Committee agreed, and I have created a new special fund to account for 
this £1,500. 

 
2.  Membership 

• 2005 membership.  In 2005 we had 26 institutional members, and 8 personal 
members.  We lost Northumbria and Sheffield, and the Bodleian and Taylor Institution 
merged into one subscription from Oxford University Library Services.  We lost John 
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Simmons as a personal member, as well as Melanie Peters, but we gained Chris 
Thomas. 

 
• 2006 membership.  So far we have received payments from 21 institutional 

members and 8 personal members, and I am now chasing late payers.  Aberystwyth 
have notified us of their decision to leave COSEELIS.  We have gained Ron Hogg as 
a personal member. 

 
• Any potential new members?  Please contact me if you think there are any 

institutions or individuals who might benefit from membership, and either myself of 
Janet Zmroczek will approach them. 

 
• Membership lists.  I keep an up-to-date membership list in an Excel spreadsheet 

and send a copy to Lesley, Janet and the newsletter editor every time I update it.  For 
data protection reasons I cannot allow all members to see it.  Personal members and 
the named official contact of institutional members are asked to sign the membership 
form every year, giving me permission to keep this information.  This year the 
membership form includes a date beside the signature. 

 
• Register of members’ interests.  The Register was updated during November 2005, 

and the full version was sent to all members by email or post on 30.11.05.  Shortly 
afterwards a shorter version was put up on our website at www.coseelis.ac.uk , 
containing only those details members wanted to be viewable by the public.  Note 
that the Register was sent out without a year on it this time – it will be the valid 
Register until it is superseded, rather than just for one calendar year.  In fact, it 
probably will be updated before the end of 2006, but if it doesn’t have a date on it 
allows us more flexibility. 

 
 
Searching for Cyrillic items in the Integrated Catalogue of the 

British Library 
Peter Hellyer, British Library. 

 
Searching for items in Cyrillic in the British Library’s Integrated Catalogue depends on the 
date of publication. Authors, corporate bodies and titles of items published after 1975 are 
transliterated by the Library of Congress scheme and should be searched using these 
spellings.  Although most authors, like Chekhov for example, are treated in this way, there are 
also a small number of classic authors such as Leo Tolstoy that are transliterated according 
to well-known forms found in reference works. When searching for this material, diacritics 
including soft signs can be ignored.  
  
For pre-1975 published items authors have been transliterated according to the British 
Museum scheme and titles remain in Cyrillic. To enter a keyword in Cyrillic (when searching 
on the Integrated Catalogue in the BL Reading Rooms) it is necessary to copy and paste 
Cyrillic text from a drop down floating keyboard into the title word box. When searching on the 
Integrated Catalogue on the web, this can be done by using the language set-up software 
provided by Windows XP. When searching for pre-revolutionary items it is important to 
remember to enter the keyword using the old spelling (the extra letters needed, such as the 
pre-revolutionary i, are available from the floating keyboard). It is also possible to carry out a 
combined author/title search by entering a surname in transliteration and title keyword in 
Cyrillic in the “anyword” box, but often a more effective method is to enter a surname and 
date of publication if the author is not too voluminous.   
  
For authors whose works span both pre and post 1975 publication dates and where the date 
is unknown, it is recommended that both an author/title search (Library of Congress 
transliteration) and an author (BM transliteration)/title (in Cyrillic) search be carried out. This 
should retrieve both pre and post 1975 editions of the author’s works.  There is also a small 
amount of pre 1975 published material acquired more recently for which authors and titles 
have been transliterated. 
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Periodical titles need to be searched according to the date of the first issue regardless of the 
date of the issue required. If the title was first published before 1975, then keywords should 
be entered in the title box in Cyrillic and if post 1975 in transliteration. 
  
It is possible to browse on authors and titles using the index provided but the date of the 
publication should be born in mind (i.e. follow the rules given above) when deciding on the 
way the surname or title is entered.  This search is always recommended when you are 
unsure about the spelling in Cyrillic. The truncation mark “?” can also be used to stand in for 
letters where the spelling is not certain and must be used for pre 1975 items with 
surnames/title words including a soft sign, e.g. Gor?ky  
  
A copy of both the Library of Congress and British Museum schemes for the transliteration of 
languages which use the Cyrillic alphabet is available on the British Library web site (East 
European Collections – Searching for Cyrillic items) and in Reading Rooms. 
 
 
Transcription of Cyrillic data in bibliographic records in Aleph 

Peter Hellyer, British Library. 
 
BL policy is that transcribed data in non Roman script is entered into the 880s linked where 
appropriate to transliterated data in the standard fields. There is no BL support for the 
alternative of transcribing in the standard fields and transliterating in the 880s. 
It is unlikely that existing transliterated Marc records for items originally in Cyrillic will ever be 
converted back to Cyrillic as these records include English language text mixed with the 
original language in certain fields and there are no codes indicating when the text passes 
from one to the other.     
 
With Hebrew records the basic record is transliterated but original script is added for the 
author heading, title/statement of responsibility and imprint in linked 880 fields. 
The field has to contain a reference to the parallel roman script field. This goes in subfield $6. 
Subfield 6 contains the tag of the linked field followed by a hyphen and the iteration of the 
linked field. The linking subfields are reciprocal. For example: 
 
24510 $6880-01 $aTitle in Roman Script 
880 $6245-01 $aTitle in Hebrew script  
 
Derived records 
 
These fields are sometimes included in derived records from RLG, but when they are not as 
is the case with Armenian records derived from RLG/LC, they are added by the cataloguer.  
 
Indexing/searching
 
When the indexes were checked at cutover to Aleph 15.2.7 there wasn’t any 880 data. It 
doesn’t look as if 880 had been indexed for any specific keyword indexes or the browse 
indexes, however it is not explicitly excluded from “keywords anywhere in the record” index, 
so the information entered into the 880 fields should be searchable. 
 
Re-indexing for Aleph v17 
 
It has now been proposed to index 880 using contents of $6 to determine the index. 
The occurrences listed so far are for the following fields: 
100,110,111,130,240,245,246,250,260,362,440,490,500,653,700,710,711,730,740. 
 
Use of 880 field for items in Cyrillic  
 
We originally intended to use only the 880 $6 245 for indexing the title in Cyrillic, initially for 
books published before 1975 just being catalogued and for reprints of books published before 
1975 (i.e. for collating all editions of works by classic authors). Recently we have decide it 
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would be useful to retain title information from the original BLC Cyrillic entry for a serial when 
we are merging the cataloguing record with the transliterated acquisitions record – in this 
case we may want to copy over other fields from the BLC entry such as imprint. 
There are relatively few problems in the actual display of Cyrillic for BLC entries.  
 

 
 
 

EBSEES 
Report to COSEELIS AGM on the European Bibliography of 

Slavic and East European Studies 2004-2005   
 

Jenny Brine  - UK Editor, EBSEES  (8 April 2005) 
 

Since I last reported to COSEELIS a year ago, there has been another meeting of the 
Editorial Board in Paris.  This year, the Editorial Board meeting will be held in Berne, 
following the ABDOSD meeting, and I am to give a presentation to ABDOSD on 
EBSEES.  Over the last year the main developments are: 

 
• EBSEES up to 2000.  In 2004 a further 25,000 records were added to the database 

for EBSEES for the years up to and including 2000.  This database has now closed. 
• EBSEES 2001-.  Data collection.  There are now nearly 4000 entries in the “new” 

EBSEES database, mainly from Germany, Austria, Switzerland and France.  So far 
there are just over 300 UK entries.  Most of the UK entries have come from Peter 
Hellyer or myself, and from a Polish-speaking student who has been assisting Janet 
Zmroczek at the BL.  I have also had offers of help from John Porter (Leeds) and Nick 
Hearn (Oxford). 

• EBSEES 2001-. Subject Headings.  I have edited the list of Subject Headings used 
by ABSEES to produce a “lite” list, which helps EBSEES compilers find appropriate 
headings more easily.  This was a long job! 

• EBSEES 2001-.  Technical issues The French team has been working on improving 
the   presentation of the search screens for the database, and the changes should be 
implemented shortly.  I have provided search instructions in English, and instructions 
are also available in German.   

• Mailing list  I have set up a mailing list for all EBSEES contributors on jiscmail, with 
the aim of improving communication between the various countries. 

• Funding.  I have made no attempts to get extra funding this year, as there is still a 
small amount left from the BASEES grant in 2003.  I intend to use this for assistance 
with data entry. 

• Future.  I have not had much time for EBSEES since last September, partly because 
of routine work and also because I am working on three chapters for a book on 
Interlending and Document Supply.  I hope that the UK contribution to EBSEES will 
expand over the next year, with help from colleagues.  There is uncertainty about how 
the EBSEES/ABSEES cooperation will proceed now that ABSEES has a commercial 
arrangement with EBSCO.  However ABSEES will be represented at our meeting in 
Berne. I understand from colleagues in Paris that changes can be expected in the 
French team in the near future.  I hope that the future of EBSEES will become clearer 
after the Berne meeting. 

 
EBSEES Report, October 2005 

Jenny Brine  - UK Editor, EBSEES  (12.10.2005) 
 
At the end of May I attended the Annual meeting of the EBSEES Editors, which was held in 
Berne to coincide with the ABDOSD Conference.  On the Wednesday I gave a presentation to 
ABDOSD on the history and future options for EBSEES. 
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The Thursday and Friday were for the EBSEES team to think about the future of the 
bibliography together.  The need for a change of management is acute as the French team is 
being disbanded. The EHESS, which has hosted EBSEES for many years, has decided to 
focus on research rather than documentation.  Monique Armand, who has been involved with 
EBSEES since the beginning, is retiring next Spring, and after that the bibliography’s French 
contribution will come from the Institut d’Etudes Slaves, but with a much reduced workforce. It 
is not clear whether MSH will continue to give the bibliography the support of a programmer, 
but it is likely to continue hosting the bibliography. However we can no longer look to the 
French team to supply a central point for EBSEES.  
 
I had put forward three alternatives (abandon/merge with ABSEES/go it alone), but as a result 
of new projects in Germany it looks as if we  have a fourth alternative, of working closely with 
either a German Social Sciences Information Foundation or with a firm offering East 
European journals online (CEEOL).  We have decided not to abandon the bibliography but to 
work closely with other services that may ensure the bibliography is better known. My 
German colleagues in EBSEES were investigating the two German options and my Dutch 
colleague was talking to the American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies, 
which has a deal with EBSCO. (We also spend more time than was really necessary on the 
finer points of how to deal with pseudonyms and variant forms of names!) 
 
Most of the other contributors are met in Berlin at the end of July during ICCEES to try to work 
out the way forward.  There was little progress over the summer, but work got under way 
again in September. There are a number of proposals, but merging with ABSEES seems the 
most likely at present. Gerame Wouters has been in discussions with Miranda Remnek of 
Illinois and with the ABSEES editors.  It seems that ABSEES would be interested in a merger 
with EBSEES. This would mean EBSEES data would be available through EBSCO, using 
their interface and software.  There are many advantages to this, particularly for the English-
speaking world.  There are disadvantages, chiefly the loss of diacritical marks and 
incompatible transliteration systems, and the need to subscribe in order to get access to the 
database.  We assume that all the editorial work and software development would be done by 
ABSEES and EBSCO.  We hope they might be willing to digitise the extensive data in 
EBSEES’s printed volumes from the 1970s and 1980s. The backlog in EBSEES is a matter 
for concern to all sides and there is hope that BSCO might be willing to make some “catch-up” 
money available.  Another issue which is not clear at present is who owns the existing 
databases. My belief is that they belong to the French publishers, as the data from the printed 
volume bears their copyright and it might be assumed that this was inherited by them as 
creators of the online database.  It is also possible that the data belongs to each individual 
country, in which case the UK data would belong to COSEELIS.  The next stage in 
negotiations will be a meeting of the ABSEES Editorial Board during AAASS in November. By 
then we need to have a clear mandate from the various contributing countries to discuss a 
merger. 
 
The UK contribution to the EBSEES database has fallen behind over the last year.  The UK 
contribution is now around 400 items out of a total of around 5000.I spent a long time on the 
subject headings we share with ABSEES, which are in turn based on LCSH, rather than 
inputting material. My son has done some data entry (paid for from the money BASEES 
allocated to EBSEES). I am delighted that Peter Hellyer is continuing to contribute to the 
bibliography, and that Janet was able to enlist the help of a Polish-speaking student who put 
in some material earlier this year.  Unfortunately John Porter and Nick Hearne have not been 
able to contribute at all. I have been unwilling to put more effort in myself until I am sure that 
the bibliography is going to continue.  My own field of work is now remote from Russian and 
East European studies and I have been working on a book and other projects linked to 
Interlending and Document Supply. 
 
I would like this meeting of the COSEELIS Committee to consider the future of EBSEES, in 
particular: 

• Is it worth continuing a UK involvement with EBSEES 
• If so, does COSEELIS support a merger of EBSEES with ABSEES  
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• If the future of EBSEES lies with ABSEES, will the COSEELIS Committee be willing 
to take more interest in the bibliography, and become more involved with the 
organisation of the UK input? 

 
I cannot attend the meeting – time off this early in the term for something which is not related 
to my job here is not acceptable.  However I shall be at my desk on Monday afternoon if you 
wish to ring me. 
 
 
European Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies 

Report to the COSEELIS Committee and AGM,  
April 2006  

 
 Jenny Brine  - UK Editor, EBSEES  (3.4.2006) 

 
 
I reported on EBSEES to the October 2005 Committee meeting, and held discussions with 
Lesley Pitman and Janet Zmroczek in February 2006. I cannot attend the COSEELIS 
Conference this year, and so I am circulating this report instead.  Gerame Wouters will be at 
Henley and will be able to take the discussion further on behalf of EBSEES.  
 
At the end of May 2005, I attended the Annual Meeting of EBSEES Editors in Berne.  I had 
thought it possible that the group would decide not to continue work on EBSEES – several 
long-serving contributors coming up for retirement, EHESS changing focus away from 
documentation to concentrate on original research, expansion of other online information 
services, growing backlogs, difficulty in recruiting new contributors, etc.  However, the group 
decided to look carefully at finding a home for EBSEES with an existing bibliographical 
service, in particular EBSCO.  EBSCO already hosts ABSEES, and so making EBSEES 
available through them would make sense.  There are also possibilities of links with German 
organisations, but at present we are concentrating on EBSCO. 
 
Since May 2005, it has been confirmed that the Maison des Sciences de l’Homme will fund 
one half-time post for EBSEES; an additional half-time post with the CNRS is still under 
discussion. The MSH hopes that it will be possible for it to continue to host EBSEES on its 
servers and to make the data available free-of-charge, even if the data is made available 
commercially via EBSCO.  
 
Gerame has been in discussions with both ABSEES and EBSCO over the possibilities of 
some sort of cooperation.  It is clear that both organisations would welcome this, but there are 
many details to be worked out.  The following points are now clear: 
 
Ownership of data 
COSEELIS has stated that it has no claim to the ownership of UK data included in the printed 
or online versions of EBSEES. As the data is currently housed on MSH servers, and MSH 
staff have prepared the software used for the database, COSEELIS believes that MSH has 
authority to sign contracts on the future of EBSEES.  Other organisations and contributors will 
need to make a similar statement. 
 
Transfer of data to EBSCO 
COSEELIS would be willing to see the data transferred to EBSCO and made available to 
subscribers through EBSCO, under licence. It thinks it unlikely that EBSCO would agree to 
MSH continuing to make the data free-of-charge, although a transitional arrangement might 
be negotiable. EBSCO would take on all responsibilities for software development, marketing 
and subscriptions. 
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Financial issues 
The income from EBSCO to ABSEES is sufficient for them to pay for a half-time editor and an 
unspecified number of graduate assistants.  COSEELIS would agree to all income from 
EBSCO being held by MSH, who would in turn make payments to editors and contributors. If 
need be, COSEELIS would agree to administer payments to UK contributors on behalf of 
MSH.  
 
 COSEELIS sponsorship of EBSEES 
COSEELIS will continue to be the UK organisation responsible for EBSEES. 
 
Cooperation with ABSEES 
COSEELIS urges the closest possible cooperation with ABSEES, even if this means the loss 
of the iso transliteration in favour of the Library of Congress transliteration scheme. A full 
merger may not be possible initially, and it is more likely that the two services will run in 
parallel, with a common search interface. 
 
 Coverage 
As there is some overlap between the journals ABSEES covers and those covered by 
EBSEES,  the volume of journal articles input could be reduced.  The number of books 
included will drop, as many titles are published in the USA and in the UK.  The listing of the 
contents of books produced under editorial direction is valuable and should continue. It might 
even be possible to expand EBSEES’s coverage of journals published in Europe to include 
countries such as Italy and Scandinavia.  
 
UK contributors 
At present there are only 332 UK entries in the post-2000 database, compared to 222 for 
Austria, 752 for Switzerland, 1839 for Germany, 2235 for France, 53 for Belgium,  222 for The 
Netherlands and 121 for Finland.  
Once it is clear that EBSEES has a secure future, it should be possible to improve the UK 
arrangements for data contribution by: 
a) encouraging more librarians (including retired staff) to contribute entries for a limited 
number of journals; 
b) facilitating the contribution of data by other individuals and publishers by creating a buffer 
store for such entries, which would then be checked by an editor. 
At present the only active UK contributors are Peter Hellyer and Jenny Brine; Chris Thomas 
has expressed a willingness to help with data input, and Janet Zmroczek has been able to 
ensure the input of Polish-language material with the aid of a student on placement at BL.  
 
Workforms and subject headings 
Gerame has been investigating to workforms which ABSEES uses, to see if they could be 
adapted for EBSEES.  ABSEES uses its own subject headings, on which those used by 
EBSEES are based; it remains to be seen whether the two bibliographies could use the same 
subject headings. 
  
What should COSEELIS do now? 
 
1. UK Editor/Coordinator 
I have been UK editor for about 13 years, and have enjoyed most of my work on EBSEES. 
Unfortunately I am geographically remote from any centre of COSEELIS activity and find it 
increasingly difficult to keep in touch as the years go by. I am really not in a position to take 
the project further. EBSEES should be at the heart of COSEELIS’s work, not a peripheral 
activity. It would be appropriate for someone with better contacts to take over now.  I would be 
willing to do some data input, if required 
 
2. Contributors 
COSEELIS must try to find additional contributors. 
 
3. Funding 
COSEELIS may wish to start looking for funding to help overcome the huge UK backlog. 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON CURL-CoFoR  to 4th April 2006 

Gregory Walker, CoFoR-REES Administrator 
 

1. Introduction 
This report was prepared for the Annual General Meeting of COSEELIS on 6th April 2006, to 
record work done up to the end of the CURL-sponsored project in September 2005, and 
activity on collaborative collection management since then. For the full text of major 
documents and other CoFoR information, please see the website at 
http://www.cocorees.ac.uk.  
 
2.  CoFoR to date in brief 
CoFoR (Collaboration For Research) was set up by CURL to establish closer collaboration 
between UK libraries with research collections in Russian and East European Studies 
(REES), to protect existing resources, widen access to materials and reduce unnecessary 
duplication. It was also expected to apply its experience to preparations for the expansion of 
collaborative collection management into other subjects. The project was funded by CURL 
from December 2002 to September 2005, with additional support from individual libraries 
including the British Library. The COSEELIS Committee has served as CoFoR’s professional 
advisory body. 
     CURL funding for the original project ended in September 2005 with the submission of our 
Report on the Future of the CURL-CoFoR Project, which made recommendations for the 
expansion of CCM into other fields. At that time the recently established Research Information 
Network (RIN) agreed in principle to take over the support of collaborative collection 
management at national level. RIN and CURL commissioned an external evaluation of 
CoFoR’s work, which has just reported. Dissemination of the report is still awaited. 
     Meanwhile, the ten-year CoFoR-REES library partnership agreement, negotiated as part 
of the original project in 2004, remains in operation as a vehicle for the retention and 
protection of research material for REES, the planned transfer of collections, and the 
identification of important research resources at present inaccessible in the UK. Pending any 
further support from RIN or CURL, basic administration and maintenance of CoFoR-REES is 
being continued for a limited period thanks to funding provided by COSEELIS, SSEES Library 
(UCL) and the British Library, with COSEELIS as the lead body.  The CoFoR Management 
Team remains in being (see 9 below). 
 
3.  CoFoR-REES Ten-Year Agreement 
The nineteen libraries currently participating in the long-term agreement are: Birmingham UL, 
Bradford UL, Bristol UL, British Library, Cambridge UL, Chatham House Library, Essex UL, 
Glasgow UL, Leeds UL, LSE Library, Manchester UL, National Library of Scotland, 
Nottingham UL, Oxford University Library Services (including the Bodleian, Taylorian and 
Sackler Libraries), Polish Library (London), School of Slavonic & East European Studies 
Library (UCL), and the Scott Polar Research Institute (Cambridge). 
     This long-term CCM agreement, set up by CoFoR in September 2004, commits partner 
libraries to retaining material in specified areas of REES research, to accepting the transfer of 
otherwise unwanted research-level material which will strengthen their existing holdings, and 
gives them the opportunity to undertake to maintain periodical subscriptions and/or acquisition 
levels in specified fields.  
 
 
 
4.  Transfers 
The first major transfers under the Agreement have been from Leeds UL to Bristol (Slovak 
material) and Nottingham (Serbo-Croat). Further transfers from Leeds are in preparation – to 
SSEES/UCL (Belorussian and Slovene) and the Taylor Institution  (Polish, Old Church 
Slavonic and Sorbian). CoFoR-REES has also arranged the transfer of Russian journals from 
Portsmouth UL to Birmingham, Bristol, Durham, Glasgow and Keele.     
     CoFoR has continued to collaborate with the BL/White Rose Monograph Storage Project, 
which is based at Leeds UL, in adopting a common approach to measuring and comparing 
the two contrasting transfer models.  
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5.  Serials listings and deduplication 
Lists of unique REES serial holdings by library were produced by Ron Hogg at BL Boston Spa 
to help in the protection of scarce resources and contribute to reviews of serial commitments. 
Partner libraries will be contacted individually about the use of the lists. Contact was made 
with the SUNCAT project and with CURL to discuss the future of the CoFoR serials database 
and its possible contribution to a national serials union catalogue, but further action on the 
exploitation of our serials data will have to await decisions by RIN and CURL. 
 
6.  The CCM Toolkit 
This key deliverable of the project, submitted to CURL in September 2004, consists of an 
implementation guide, five model documents and seven sets of guidance notes. The Toolkit 
was a major focus of the CURL-sponsored one-day conference ‘Collaborative Collection 
Management and Foreign Language Collections’ held on April 11th 2005, which addressed 
the extension of CCM to other subjects/areas. The conference led to the formation of the 
Steering Group for Foreign Language Collections. 
 
7.  Website  
The content and presentation of the project website were extensively overhauled in 2005, and 
our Report on the Future of the CURL-CoFoR Project included recommendations for a 
complete recasting of website support for CCM in the event of further expansion. BASEES 
has recently set up a dedicated page for CoFoR-REES on its website to assist us in 
communicating with its membership. 
 
 
8.   National Desiderata List 
CoFoR’s National Desiderata List of important REES research sources at present 
inaccessible in the UK is under revision, with the intention of making it the basis for preparing 
cases for special acquisition funding, as well as to support consortial approaches to 
publishers. Besides input from partner libraries, BASEES members are being asked for 
recommendations through their newsletter and website.  
 
9.  Management and staff 
The Management Team lost Ron Hogg on his retirement in October. We owe a great deal to 
him for the tremendous efforts that he put into the construction and updating of the CoFoR-
REES serials database from its inception under the original COCOREES project seven years 
ago. The Team is otherwise unchanged since last year: Jill Russell (Birmingham UL, Chair), 
Tania Konn-Roberts (Glasgow UL), Mike Mertens (CURL),) Lesley Pitman (SSEES Library, 
UCL), Janet Zmroczek (BL) and Gregory Walker (Administrator). Alex Kovalenko’s contract 
as our valued Technical Support Officer came to an end in December 2005. Gregory remains 
as part-time Administrator until other arrangements can be made.  

 
 

Vendor presentations in brief 
Zara Frenkiel 

-Central & Eastern European Online Library – www.ceeol.com (Frankfurt/Main.) 
Periodicals from EU enlargement countries, not Russia. Humanities and social sciences. Over 
30,000 articles in PDF with bib. metadata, pay-per-view or institutional rates. E-mail 
info@ceeol.com
 
-Eastview – Zina Somova – www.eastview.com
Expanding to Eastern Europe & now receives monographs from 20 countries, 418 cities and 
uses Marc records. 
It is not enough to be a vendor or supplier, but Eastview is now a partner of libraries and 
publishers, using digital and new technology. It has microfilming projects for US universities. 
Eastview runs many databases and libraries can select what they want from them and receive 
statistics.  Forthcoming database: science & technology journals. 
Working on 3 digital projects: 
Access to Russian archives (Univ. of Kansas, free of charge.) 
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-Russia beyond Russia (Univ. of NC.) 20,000 index cards from Paris and notes on émigré 
literature. 
Argumenty I fakty (publisher) From 1-> on Eastview website soon. 
 
-Natasha Kozmenko (Bookseller) 
Russian books from Moscow : humanities, fiction, women’s literature, small print-runs. 
www.nkbooks.ru
 
-Lexicon (Polish book agent) 
Humanities. www.lexicon.net.pl
 
 

 
Library news round up 

 
University of Oxford 
New arrangement for Slavonic library provision at Oxford,  Angelina Gibson, 31.5.2006 
  
During March 2006 all material form the Bodleian Slavonic reading room was transferred to 
two other sites. General reference and history material is now on the open shelves at TABS 
(Taylor Bodleian Slavonic and Modern Greek Library). Books, journals and reading list 
material relating to East European politics, economics and statistics (mostly in English) is in 
the Social Sciences Library. 
Nick Hearn continues to work in TABS and is the subject consultant for literature and 
language. Angelina Gibson is the subject consultant for history, social sciences and 
geography and is based at the SSL, with workplaces at the New Bodleian and TABS. The rest 
of the staff are based at TABS which is expected to re-locate to the Radcliffe Infirmary site in 
the near future. 
 
Newsflash – CEELBAS 
Angelina Gibson, 31.5.2006 
  
The SSEES-Oxford-CREES consortium has been awarded a five-year grant of £5.6 million to 
fund the establishment of a national Centre for Former Soviet Union and East European 
Language -Based Areas Studies 
 (CEELBAS), which will have an administrative base at SSEES-UCL. Roughly one-half of the 
budget will fund studentships in taught masters and Ph.D./DPhil. programmes. About £1.2 
million will be used to fund postdoctoral research fellowships. The remainder of the budget 
will finance improved language and methodology training, networking activities with other 
universities and non-academic bodies, IT, library provision and management of the Centre. It 
is anticipated that CEELBAS will be established in September/October 2006 and that the 
initial studentships will be awarded to students commencing programmes in the 2006/07 
academic year. 
 
News from The London Library, Claudia Ricci.       5.6.2006 
The London Library, founded in 1841, is now the world's largest independent lending 
library.  Over several generations it has built up and maintained unweeded a collection 
numbering over one million book and periodical volumes with a subject range covering all 
aspects of the humanities and social sciences.  Over 97% of the collection is housed on 
open-access shelves and is available for loan.  There is a notably strong collection of Russian 
historical and literary material, established by two successive librarians who were both 
serious Russianists and who travelled widely collecting material in Russia and the Soviet 
Union in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.  Material has also been collected in 
other Slavonic and Eastern European languages.  The Russian and East European 
collections are currently maintained by subject librarian Claudia Ricci 
(claudia.ricci@londonlibrary.co.uk). The Library has recently bought a new building 
contiguous to its premises in St James's Square in central London, and is embarking upon its 
most significant development project in over a century to ensure that it can continue to 
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maintain open-access to its growing collections.  Membership of the Library is open to all on 
application, and there is a special membership scheme for those aged under 25.  Further 
details are available from:  
membership@londonlibrary.co.uk; 020-7766 47; or The London Library, 14 St James's 
Square, London SW1Y 4LG. 
 
 

UCLA , Prof. David MacFadyen.  6.6.2006  

 Eight more (extended) podcasts have been added to the ever-growing archive of shows at:  
http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/slavic/faculty/macfadyen_d/macfadyen_d.html  
Click on the "Far from Moscow" button, where there are now approximately four more hours 
of brand-new, challenging and independent songs from all around the "runet." Each podcast 
comes with English-language commentary designed to make this material useful in class. No 
knowledge of the Russian language is assumed. An RSS feed should be established very 
soon.      Enjoy: you won't find this stuff anywhere else!  

Leeds University, Maureen Pinder. 9.6.2006 

Three pieces of news from Maureen before holidaying in Cambodia: 
Margaret Coutts, formerly of the University of Kent, is now University Librarian here, since the 
beginning of 2005. 
The Leeds Russian Archive was one of the collections "designated" as of national and 
international importance by the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council earlier this year. 
Under the CoFoR agreement, Leeds has transferred Serbo-Croat material to Nottingham and 
Slovak material to Bristol. 
 
Natural History Museum, London,   Zara Frenkiel.  20.6.2006 
The NHM purchased the Kohler Darwin Collection in April 2006 and now owns the largest, 
most comprehensive collection of books and manuscripts (almost 3,500) by and about 
Charles Darwin to add to our existing collection. It includes almost everything that he 
published from 1829 onwards, including almost all the editions, issues and bindings and 
translations of his works into many languages. Added to this are a number of autographed 
letters by Darwin and his peers and a range of other printed and original material that traces 
the growth of our understanding of evolution through the 20th century. We have 470 different 
editions of On the origin of species in 28 languages plus Braille. The purchase was through a 
grant of £712,000 from the National Heritage Memorial Fund plus contributions from individual 
donors, trusts and charities. The total sum paid was £985,000. 
Over the next 3 years the collection will be catalogued, conserved and re-housed. During this 
time it will be available to visiting researchers at the Museum. Items from the collection will 
form a part of the Darwin exhibition that the NHM is hosting in Autumn 2008. 
 
 
Update on the new UCL SSEES Library,  Lesley Pitman, July 2006 
 
A year ago I wrote about our daunting plans to move from our premises in Senate House into 
a brand new building – still being constructed – a few minutes walk away in Taviton Street, 
just north of Gordon Square. It is now almost exactly a year since we closed the doors of the 
old SSEES Library to the public for the last time and the removal firm arrived. Within a day the 
old Library was unrecognisable, as large crates (known to everybody as coffin crates) filled 
every available space. The book move went to plan despite the odds, but was disrupted by 
the July bombs close to both the old library and the new. For a while the move took second 
place to concern for staff safety and it was hard to focus on the work that needed doing if we 
were to meet our commitment to our MA students and open on schedule. Thanks to the hard 
work of numerous people we did meet our deadline, and the champagne was opened as the 
first readers arrived at 3pm on 15th August 2005. 
 
The new Library looked complete when it opened, but in reality there was a great deal more 
to do. The public areas were accessible and almost all the books were in place, but the main 
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entrance and the staff offices were out of bounds, as were the stairs. Staff had to run over 
from Senate House to staff the desks, and escort readers up and down the contractors’ stairs 
every time the lift broke down, which it did frequently. By mid-September the staff were all 
able to move in so we were more or less ready for the new academic year, but noise and dust 
were still regular features of our lives. 
 
During the autumn term library staff made superhuman efforts to provide a service while 
contractors worked around them. A visit by Princess Anne and the President of the Czech 
Republic for the formal opening ceremony on 19th October did much to progress matters, and 
the Library looked at its best for the occasion. Staff put on a fascinating display of Czech rare 
books and archives for the Czech President, including material from President Masaryk’s time 
in London. Even though there was still work to be done the new building and particularly the 
Library were attracting compliments from visitors, and as the building achieves more publicity 
interest in it from the general public and from other librarians is growing  
 
Now the summer has arrived again and the disruption is behind us we are really able to 
appreciate the achievement of the architects in providing both a beautiful and a functional 
library for us. The reading areas and staff offices surround a dramatic glass lightwell, 
providing views throughout the Library and the rest of the building. Readers can sit on the 
Lower Ground Floor under the lightwell and see up through six floors to the sky. Staff can see 
what is happening in the Library and readers can see them, enhancing both service and 
security. There is slightly more shelving than there was in the old library, buying us a little 
more time before we are completely full, and the inclusion of computer floors throughout 
means that the space is flexible and can be reconfigured as our needs change.  
 
Any project like this is enormously time consuming, and it was nearly four years from the 
appointment of the architects to the completion of the building. During that time we spent 
many, many hours with the design team discussing and refining the layout of the Library, and 
we were exceptionally lucky to have a great deal of say in the final design. We believe that it 
does meet the Library’s needs for the foreseeable future and we are really thrilled with the 
final result.  
 
For more information about the new Library and for lots of images of the move as well as the 
final result see our webpages at http://www.ssees.ucl.ac.uk/newlibrary.htm. There will also be 
an article in the July issue of CILIP Update. COSEELIS members are more than welcome to 
come and visit, and I am happy to show any of you around. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© COSEELIS. Views expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of 
COSEELIS. 
  
Editor: Zara Frenkiel, Exchange Section , Library & Information Services, The Natural 
History Museum, Cromwell Road, LONDON SW7 5BD, UK. Tel: (020) 7942-5248 Fax: 
(020) 7942-5559 Email :  Z.Frenkiel@nhm.ac.uk  
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